
Planet Flamezer 

Have you ever wondered about planets that are out of our solar system? 

Well, wonder no more because with the help of this this report you will be 

an expert on the planet Flamezer. Read on because the report is truly ‘out 

of this world’ 

Flamezer is one of the strangest planets in the 

universe! Possibly because in Flame galaxy, all 

planets have 2 stars (Supernova and Blue supergiant) 

and 2 nebulas, planetary and star-forming. Lucky for 

us, Flame Galaxy is over 500,000 light years away from Earth.  

Appearance and Terrain 

Flamezer is not what scientists expected to find in 

a single planet. In the northern hemisphere, (half) 

is a fire heaven. Because of this extreme addition 

to the planet, the northern hemisphere is boiling 

hot and its 100x more dangerous than expected 

because it rains acid and lava. Because of this 

ultra-common experience, there are pools of 

crimson red acid (the size of the Pacific Ocean) and 

rivers of lava the size of the amazon. Surprisingly, in the southern 

hemisphere, it is freezing cold but there  are diamond and topaz lakes! 

Don’t get too excited about this because there is quicksand surrounding 

these gemstones and while we are on the bad note there are black holes 2 

light years away from Flamezer. Coming back on the less scary note, the 

red and blue planet isn’t actually red and blue –it is actually purple! And if 

you are in the dimension of Flame Galaxy then you will see the beautifully 

pigmented glow and the ring around the planet is actually rainbow. The 

ring really does twinkle like a rainbow. 



Climate and Atmosphere  

Because the northern hemisphere is on fire, temperatures can range to 

approximately over 500,000,000 degrees. As extreme as this planet can 

get, the southern hemisphere’s temperature can range to below -5000, 

000,000 degrees and that is why this   planet is labelled ‘inhabitable’. 

Life on planet 

There are 100 life forms on Flamezer, slime; fujiue (mutant piranhas), 

xanbues (alien wolves) and more. Surprisingly they don’t drink or eat. 

 None of the species on 

Flamezer have ever died. 

 The planet was 

discovered by Luna 

Johnson and  Jeff 

Jefferson at 13:58 

29.04.18 due to the 

famous Jodrell Bank and their astronaut team 

 Flamezer is the largest and hottest planet to ever exist. 

 Like Jupiter, Flamezer is a huge but Flamezer can fit over a million 

Jupiter’s in to match the size of Flamezer. 

 Venus is scorching hot but Flamezer is 500x the heat of Venus and 

Flamezer is getting hotter by the second. 

 In Flame Galaxy, it takes 36 days to orbit the two stars and it takes 

5 hours to complete a full day. 

 Like Uranus, Flamezer rotates and orbits on its side. 
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